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LMOST 22 YEARS AGO, THE U.S.
antitrust enforcement agencies issued their
Antitrust Guidelines for the Licensing of Intellectual Property (IPG).1 Styled as an effort to
“assist those who need to predict whether the
Agencies will challenge a practice as anticompetitive,” 2 the
decision to memorialize basic enforcement principles for the
application of U.S. antitrust law to the licensing of IP has
proven to be hugely influential throughout the world. Many
jurisdictions have followed the United States in developing
guidance for the business community on questions regarding
IP rights and antitrust law. Prominent examples include the
European Union,3 Canada,4 Korea,5 and Japan.6
In addition, several countries have recently updated their
IP/antitrust guidelines to account for conduct that attracted
little attention, or was not well understood, when their
respective guidelines were first issued. Fair, reasonable, and
non-discriminatory (FRAND) licensing of standard-essential
patents (SEPs) is one example of a topic addressed in updates.
Indeed, the last two years saw a flurry of revisions to account
for this and other topics in countries such as Canada, Korea,
and Japan, in addition to efforts by China to unify its IP/
antitrust guidance.7 India, too, entered the debate, publishing its first contribution to the discussion about SEPs and
FRAND licensing terms in March 2016.8
Not to be outdone, the U.S. agencies proposed their first
update to the U.S. IPG in August 2016 and then issued
revised guidelines on January 12, 2017.9 The updates are
modest, however, and could leave the impression that leadership on IP/antitrust guidance has shifted from the U.S. to
other jurisdictions.
The revised IPG reaffirm basic principles that have governed the antitrust analysis of licensing agreements for many
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years, but offer only minor substantive modifications, primarily to account for changes in law and enforcement practices since 1995. For example, the new guidelines incorporate
Supreme Court rulings acknowledging the longstanding
agency view that a patent does not necessarily confer market
power on the patentee; clarifying that a unilateral refusal to
assist competitors generally does not result in antitrust liability; and holding that resale price maintenance agreements
are not per se illegal and are evaluated under the rule of reason.10 The revised IPG also refer to “innovation markets,” a
concept introduced in 1995, as “research and development
markets” going forward.11 The revised guidelines do not,
however, address more controversial current topics at the
intersection of antitrust and IP law, such as the antitrust
treatment of SEPs or of patent settlements.
Some observers have expressed concern that the U.S. agencies’ reserved approach to guideline revisions may “delay or
forestall the issuance of a much-needed major update, and
that it might be misinterpreted as a departure from guidance
that the Agencies have previously offered.” 12 As these critics
also have noted, however, the U.S. agencies have addressed
many of the more cutting-edge IP/antitrust topics through
mechanisms other than guidelines, including various forms
of “secondary guidance,” such as reports,13 workshops,14 and
published letters detailing enforcement intentions in specific matters.15 Accordingly, the concerns appear to be more
about U.S. officials’ decision not to integrate previous policy statements into one reference document, than about the
U.S. agencies’ substantive leadership on controversial IP/antitrust issues in general.16 The practical implication is that
businesses will continue to consult a range of sources when
encountering problems at the intersection of U.S. antitrust
and IP law.
While agencies around the world have taken different
approaches to providing guidance on IP/antitrust issues to the
business community, their efforts nevertheless have created a
“common core” of antitrust and IP doctrinal and economic
principles about which there is substantial consensus. Outside
of this common core, guidance on conduct that implicates
both antitrust and IP law varies, both substantively and in
terms of whether the guidance is contained in a single source
or a patchwork of source materials. This article provides an
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overview of the issues that comprise the common core, the
topics about which there is still considerable debate, and the
different source materials that competition agencies use to
provide guidance.
The Basics: An Emerging “Common Core” of
Antitrust and IP Guidance
Most jurisdictions that have issued guidance on the IP and
antitrust interface agree on a “common core” of three basic
analytical principles.17
Normal Antitrust Analysis Applies to IP Rights. IP
guidelines in most jurisdictions affirm that IP rights are subject to antitrust scrutiny, and that the antitrust analysis of the
exercise of IP rights generally follows the analytical approach
applicable to other property rights. For example, the U.S.
guidelines state that the agencies “apply the same analysis to
conduct involving intellectual property as to conduct involving other forms of property, taking into account the specific
characteristics of a particular property right.” 18 U.S. courts
have endorsed this approach.19
The EU Technology Transfer Guidelines explain that “[t]he
fact that intellectual property laws grant exclusive rights of
exploitation does not imply that intellectual property rights
are immune from competition law intervention.” 20 Accordingly, the factors set forth in the EU TTG for assessing technology transfer agreements closely resemble the factors used
to evaluate other types of conduct.21 In assessing the competitive effects of restrictive license agreements, the European
Commission will consider “(a) the nature of the agreement;
(b) the market position of the parties; (c) the market position
of competitors; (d) the market position of buyers on the
relevant markets; (e) entry barriers; and (f ) maturity of the
market.” 22
Similarly, guidelines issued by the Canadian Competition
Bureau state that “the [Competition] Act generally applies to
conduct involving IP as it applies to conduct involving other
forms of property.” 23 These principles also are reflected in
draft guidance published by the NDRC in China. The first
“law enforcement principle” of the draft is that “[i]n the
anti-monopoly regulation on the behavior of exercising IPR,
the IPR shall be subject to the same regulatory framework as
other property rights, and the basic analytical framework of
the [Anti-Monopoly Law] shall be followed.” 24
Ownership of IP Rights Does Not, on Its Own, Convey Market Power. In their 1995 guidelines, the U.S. agencies observed that while it was unclear whether IP rights confer market power, they would not “presume that a patent,
copyright, or trade secret necessarily confers market power
upon its owner.” 25 Eleven years later, the Supreme Court
adopted this approach, stating that “Congress, the antitrust
enforcement agencies, and most economists have all reached
the conclusion that a patent does not necessarily confer market power upon the patentee.” 26
Other jurisdictions have adopted the U.S. position,
expressly or by implication providing that the ownership of
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Other topics at the antitrust and IP intersection—often,
but not always involving more recent developments—
are less universally covered by major guidelines, and
jurisdictions have differed in how they have incorporated
these topics into primar y or secondar y guidance.
Prominent unsettled issues today are the innovation
market concept, settlements involving IP, standard
setting, and conduct of non-practicing entities.

IP rights, and the corresponding rights to exclude, do not,
standing alone, convey market power. For example, the EU
Technology Transfer Guidelines’ detailed discussion regarding the definition of relevant markets and the calculation of
market shares presupposes that patent owners are not presumed to have market power.27 The Korean guidelines concur, stating that “[a]n IPR owner is not immediately deemed
to have market dominance simply because an exclusive or
monopolistic right to use is granted for the IPR.” 28 More
recently, draft guidelines issued by China’s NDRC state that
an “undertaking shall not be directly presumed to hold a
dominant market position in the relevant market only based
on the fact that it owns the IPR.” 29
Licensing Is Generally Procompetitive and Subject to
the Rule of Reason. Many guidelines also affirm the principle that licensing is typically procompetitive and, therefore,
subject to a rule of reason or similar balancing analysis. The
U.S. IPG have long endorsed this principle, devoting an
entire section to the “procompetitive benefits of licensing.” 30
The IPG explain that the “Agencies’ general approach in
analyzing a licensing restraint under the rule of reason is to
inquire whether the restraint is likely to have anticompetitive
effects and, if so, whether the restraint is reasonably necessary
to achieve procompetitive benefits that outweigh those anticompetitive effects.” 31
Similarly, the EU Technology Transfer Guidelines state
that even license agreements that restrict competition in some
way often produce procompetitive effects that may outweigh
the harm to competition.32 The Korean guidelines, too, apply
a rule of reason standard in balancing the “effectiveness” of
the exercise of an IP right, stating that “[i]f, the effect of
increasing efficiency exceeds the anti-competitive effect as the
result of the exercise of the IPR, it may be judged that such
exercise of IPR is not in violation of the FTL.” 33
The Japanese guidelines emphasize the potential procompetitive benefits of the IP laws, discussing them in the very
first section of the guidelines. The IP laws
may encourage entrepreneurs to conduct research and development and may serve as a driving force for creating new

technologies and products based on the technologies. . . . In
addition, technology transactions assist in promoting competition by enabling increased efficiency in the use of technology through combinations of different technologies, the
formation of new markets for technologies and their associated products, as well as an increase of competing parties.34

Finally, in China, the NDRC draft guidance states that
“[w]hen conducting analysis on the behavior of exercising
IPR that may eliminate or restrict competition, the enforcement agencies shall give full consideration of the positive
effects of exercising IPR on competition and innovation on
an ad hoc basis.” 35
The Finer Points: Use of “Secondary Guidance” for
Developing and Frequently Encountered Questions
Antitrust and IP guidelines are not the only source of guidance about a competition agency’s approach to issues at the
intersection of antitrust and IP law. That is especially true in
the United States, where multiple sources contain and reflect
the agencies’ enforcement perspectives on conduct implicating both antitrust and IP.
First, there is case law.36 The business community and
agencies follow and consider relevant judicial precedent, and
agencies may adjust their enforcement intentions to account
for changes in the case law. The changes to the U.S. IPG provide recent examples. In accord with the Supreme Court’s
2004 decision in Trinko, the revisions would make it explicit that “[t]he antitrust laws generally do not impose liability
upon a firm for a unilateral refusal to assist its competitors.” 37 The revisions also state that “the Agencies will apply
a rule of reason analysis to price maintenance in intellectual
property licensing agreements,” a reflection on the Supreme
Court’s 2007 decision in Leegin.38 Finally, the revised guidelines recognize that Illinois Tool Works made clear that a patent
does not necessarily confer market power on its owner.39
Secondary Guidance in the U.S. and Abroad. Another
mechanism agencies use to convey developing analytical and
enforcement principles is to provide “secondary guidance”
through reports, speeches, press releases, workshops, and
other public documents. These materials often are less formal
than guidelines, but nevertheless offer insight into the
approach of at least current agency leadership and are important sources for practitioners seeking to predict enforcement
intentions. Especially in the United States, where the IPG are
more than 20 years old and the recent revisions are modest,
this secondary guidance is an important tool for businesses to
evaluate questions related to antitrust and IP.
The U.S. agencies generally provide more frequent secondary guidance than other competition agencies. As three
former senior agency economists have noted, “The DOJ and
FTC have done much to chart the IP Licensing shoals over
the past 20 years” by issuing policy statements and similar
publicly available materials.40
In contrast to the U.S.’s heavy reliance on secondary guidance, other jurisdictions are more likely to update their guide-

lines on a more or less regular basis. For example, the European Union issued its updated technology transfer guidelines in 2010, only six years after they were first issued.
Similarly, Canada, Japan, and Korea have all recently updated their guidelines, all of which are much younger than the
U.S. IPG.
Why Secondary Instead of “Primary” Guidance?
Agencies have used secondary guidance for multiple purposes. First, they can stimulate debate and develop approaches
to new or unsettled questions at the intersection of antitrust
and IP law. For example, the FTC’s study on Patent Assertion
Entity (PAE) activity 41 does not offer definitive conclusions
on all antitrust questions surrounding PAE conduct. To the
contrary, the FTC expressly cautioned that the lack of comprehensive PAE data restricted its ability to generalize study
findings to the PAE population as a whole but nonetheless
proceeded with the study in order to gain a better understanding of how PAEs function and their impact on patent
litigation.42
Another purpose of secondary guidance is to provide more
specific guidance on questions that are addressed in guidelines
at a higher level. One example is the treatment of patent
pools. The 1995 U.S. IPG addressed pooling arrangements in
general terms,43 but more detailed guidance later became
available in DOJ Business Review Letters 44 and in the 2007
joint DOJ and FTC IP Report.45 Taken collectively, these
sources of secondary guidance provide a blueprint for the
antitrust analysis of patent pools that is now so universally
recognized that the revised IPG incorporate by reference this
body of secondary guidance in a new footnote of the IPG.46
Meanwhile, other jurisdictions have addressed and updated patent pool guidance directly in guidelines. The EU is a
prominent example. Patent pools (known as technology pools
in EU parlance) were covered in the 2004 Technology Transfer Guidelines.47 The 2004 guidelines focused on the nature
of the pooled technologies, emphasizing that pools “composed only of technologies that are essential and therefore by
necessity also complements” generally did not violate competition law unless “the conditions on which licenses are
granted” independently raised competitive concerns.48 A separate section of the guidelines discussed the analytical principles applicable to these conditions.49
The 2014 EU TTG reorganized and modified EU guidance on patent pools. The substantive rules did not change
fundamentally, but the new guidance is noteworthy for the
introduction of an antitrust “safe harbor” for patent pools.50
Although the EU appears to be the only jurisdiction to have
included a safe harbor for patent pools meeting certain criteria, other guidelines contain similar substantive guidance.51
The Next Frontier: IP and Antitrust Developments
Outside the “Common Core”
Much of the guidance discussed in the previous sections
covers well-established general principles regarding the antitrust analysis of conduct involving IP rights and addresses
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circumstances with which enforcers and the business community are familiar. Other topics at the antitrust and IP
intersection—often, but not always involving more recent
developments—are less universally covered by major guidelines, and jurisdictions have differed in how they have incorporated these topics into primary or secondary guidance.
Prominent unsettled issues today are the innovation market
concept, settlements involving IP, standard setting, and conduct of non-practicing entities.
Innovation Markets. The innovation market concept is
addressed by most major guidelines, but its treatment varies
and continues to evolve.
The 1995 IPG explained that U.S. agencies may analyze
the competitive effects of a licensing arrangement “either as
a separate competitive effect in relevant goods or technology
markets, or as a competitive effect in a separate innovation
market.” 52 The update to the IPG replaced the term “innovation market” with “research and development market,”
and defined such a market as “the assets comprising research
and development related to the identification of a commercializable product, or directed to particular new or improved
goods or processes, and the close substitutes for that research
and development.” 53 The treatment of research and development markets in the revised IPG is similar to the treatment
of innovation markets in the 1995 guidelines. For example,
the IPG continue to note that the agencies will “delineate a
research and development market only when the capabilities
to engage in the relevant research and development can be
associated with specialized assets or characteristics of specific firms.” 54
Guidelines in other jurisdictions vary in their treatment of
the issue. Some, such as Canada, appear to reject the concept
of separate innovation markets. Canada’s guidelines state
that “[t]he Bureau does not define markets based on research
and development activity or innovation efforts alone.” 55
Other countries, such as Japan, appear implicitly to reject
innovation markets.56 Guidelines from a third group of jurisdictions do not reject the innovation market concept but
indicate skepticism about its utility or uncertainty about how
to evaluate effects on innovation markets. For example, the
EU TTG acknowledge that some license agreements “may
affect competition in innovation,” but state that there will be
a “limited number of cases” where it is “useful and necessary
to also analyze the effects on competition in innovation separately.” 57 Korea’s guidelines, for their part, state that innovation markets may be considered separately from product or
technology markets, but do not specify how the innovation
market analysis would proceed.58
Settlements. Few guidelines expressly touch on issues
surrounding settlements involving IP, such as “reverse payment” settlements between branded and generic drug manufacturers.59 Indeed, among guidelines reviewed for this
analysis, only the EU TTG and the Korean guidelines appear
to address settlements at all, and only the EU guidelines
address reverse payment settlements. U.S. guidelines remain
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largely silent on the topic,60 although the FTC in particular
has been a vocal participant in the debate about the proper
antitrust analysis of brand/generic patent settlements both
before and since the Supreme Court’s decision in Actavis.61
Europe’s TTG address settlement agreements in Section
4.3, observing that licensing of technology rights “may serve
as a means of settling disputes or avoiding that one party exercises its intellectual property rights to prevent the other party
from exploiting its own technology rights.” 62 However, settlement terms may be subject to antitrust scrutiny “in the
same way as other license agreements.” 63 The EU TTG discuss “reverse payment” settlements which, as the guidelines
note, “often do not involve the transfer of technology rights,
but are based on a value transfer from one party in return for
a limitation on the entry and/or expansion on the market of
the other party.” 64 However, the practical value of the guidance is limited by its general nature: the EU TTG merely
state that the Commission will be “particularly attentive” to
anticompetitive risks where the parties are actual or potential
competitors “and there was a significant value transfer from
the licensor to the licensee.” 65
Korea’s guidelines address settlements briefly, acknowledging that while they can be “an effective means of dispute
resolution for guaranteeing patent holders’ rights,” certain
unfair agreements “may interfere with the welfare of the consumers by sustaining the exclusive authority of the invalid
patent and by preventing the entry of competing enterprisers into the market.” 66
Standards Development. The development of standards
is discussed in guidance issued by most major jurisdictions,
but the level of specificity and depth of discussion varies significantly. The following examples illustrate the evolution of
the treatment of standards development in guidance documents over time.
In 2005, Japan issued its Guidelines on Standardization
and Patent Pool Arrangements (JSPG), devoting an entire
section to standardization activities. Like most guidelines, the
JSPG acknowledge the procompetitive benefits of standardization, including consumer convenience and interoperability.67 The guidelines go on to enumerate specific conduct
that may threaten fair competition, including restricting
prices of new products with specifications, restricting development of alternative specifications, unreasonably extending
the scope of specifications, unreasonably excluding technical
proposals from competitors, and excluding competitors from
standardization activities.68 The guidelines also discuss the
enforcement of patent rights in the context of standard setting, noting that “if a patent holder has taken part in the
activities and is endeavoring to have its patented technologies
adopted by the specifications, refusing to grant a license will
pose a legal problem with the AMA.” 69
In the United States, neither the 1995 IPG nor the 2017
revisions discuss how the antitrust laws apply to standard setting. The 2007 IP Report, however, dedicates a chapter to collaborative standards development.70 Like the 2005 Japanese

guidelines, the report recognizes the potential for competitive
harm when an agreement regarding standards “replaces consumer choice and the competition that otherwise would have
occurred.” 71 The remainder of the chapter discusses aspects of
“holdup”—i.e., circumstances where a holder of an essential
patent attempts to extract high royalties based on the mere fact
that its technology has been standardized—in the context of
joint standard setting and steps that standard-setting organizations can take to avoid or mitigate holdup, such as disclosure rules, FRAND licensing obligations, or ex ante licensing
negotiations.72
The EU’s 2010 Horizontal Cooperation Guidelines 73 discuss standardization agreements in Section 7. Echoing the
approach of other jurisdictions, the guidelines explain that
standardization agreements “generally have a positive economic effect,” but can give rise to competitive concerns.74
The guidelines then set out specific circumstances that may
be anticompetitive.75 The EU guidelines also discuss at some
length commitments to license on FRAND terms.76
Korea’s 2014 guidelines describe conduct which, in the
eyes of the Korea Fair Trade Commission (KFTC), might
restrict competition.77 Examples of such conduct include
“avoiding or circumventing licensing on FRAND terms to
strengthen market dominance or to exclude competitors”
and “unfairly imposing discriminatory conditions when
licensing standard essential patents or imposing an unreasonable level of royalty.” 78 Korea’s revised guidelines (which
became effective on March 23, 2016) focus specifically on the
exercise of SEPs, distinguishing between SEPs that are incorporated into standards by standards- development organizations while requiring the SEP holder to license such patents
on FRAND terms, and so-called de facto SEPs that have
become standard through competition in the relevant market.79 The KFTC has eliminated provisions that previously
applied identical criteria for evaluating SEPs and de facto
SEPs, explaining that because SEP holders affirmatively make
FRAND commitments but holders of de facto SEPs often do
not, it would not be appropriate to treat the two in the same
manner.80
In its Rules on the Prohibition of Abuses of Intellectual
Property Rights, China’s SAIC lists practices that the SAIC
believes could raise concerns, including refusing to disclose
information on patent rights to the standards development
organization and “violating the fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory principle.” 81 Meanwhile, NDRC’s draft guidelines address standard setting in a number of places and
include a section on injunctive relief for infringement of
SEPs, which states that “if a SEP holder with a dominant
position makes use of injunctive relief to force the licensee to
accept unfairly high royalties or other unreasonable conditions raised by the SEP holder, it may eliminate or restrict
competition.” 82
Canada’s original guidelines, issued in 2000, explored standards development only in passing, in the context of an example involving a refusal to license. When the Canadian Com-

petition Bureau updated its guidelines in 2016, however, it
included a new section on SEPs “designed to illustrate the analytical framework that would be applied by the Bureau in
conducting its review of business conduct involving patents
that are essential to . . . industry standards.” 83 The draft guidelines specifically address patent holdup as one competition
concern resulting from the incorporation of patented technologies into a standard.84
Non-Practicing Entities/Patent Assertion Entities. The
antitrust analysis of the conduct of non-practicing entities
(NPEs), especially of the PAE variety (i.e., NPEs that acquire
patents from third parties and seek to generate revenue by
asserting them against alleged infringers),85 continues to be
a hotly disputed topic. Given the relative lack of consensus
on analytical principles, it is no surprise that NPEs and PAEs
are largely absent from the major guidelines. Only the two
most recent guideline revisions—from Korea and Canada—
expressly address NPE/PAE conduct.
The Korean guidelines assert that, despite some procompetitive benefits, “NPEs are more likely to abuse patent rights
than usual patent holders as they do not manufacture goods
so they do not need to have cross licensing with counterparts
and do not bear risks of being counter-sued.” 86 The KFTC
Review Guidelines provide examples of NPE conduct that—
in the eyes of the KFTC—could restrict competition, including attempts to impose excessive royalties, “unfair” refusals to
license, or deception in the “act of filing a patent suit or
sending a notice of infringement.” 87
The Canadian guidelines similarly note that PAEs face different incentives and are not open to infringement counterclaims.88 The guidelines express concern that PAEs may use
false or misleading claims to extract license fees.89 In a hypothetical example involving allegations that a PAE sent false or
misleading demand letters, the guidelines explain that the
Canadian Competition Bureau would examine whether the
letters included representations that were false or misleading
in a material respect, whether the representations were made
to members of the public, and whether the representations
were made to promote a business interest.90 To determine
whether the representation was false or misleading, the
Bureau would examine “both the general impression created
by the notice, as well as its literal meaning.” 91
In the United States, the FTC has studied PAEs pursuant to its authority under Section 6(b) of the FTC Act.
The FTC’s PAE Activity Study was released in October
2016.92 One of its stated goals was to overcome the relative
lack of empirical information about PAEs and to “provide a
better understanding of the organizational structure and economic relationships of PAEs, as well as their activity and
associated costs and benefits.” 93 The PAE Activity Study distinguishes Portfolio PAEs from Litigation PAEs, concluding
that the former often negotiate broad licenses covering large
patent portfolios, while the latter often file infringement lawsuits before securing licenses, which generally are less valuable
than the portfolios of Portfolio PAEs.94 The PAE Activity
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Study makes several recommendations for legislative and
judicial reform intended to curb nuisance litigation while
“recogniz[ing] that infringement litigation plays an important
role in protecting patent rights, and that a robust judicial system promotes respect for the patent laws.” 95 The study does
not translate into immediate public guidance on PAE conduct beyond these recommendations. With more work, however, this could be an area where updates to existing formal
guidelines or secondary guidance may become available in the
future.
Conclusion
The last two years have been a period of intense activity in the
development and revision of guidelines regarding the antitrust treatment of conduct involving IP rights. The available
guidelines are important tools for practitioners seeking to
analyze potentially restrictive conduct involving IP under
the relevant antitrust laws. Knowing the guidelines, however, does not always equate to knowing an agency’s likely
enforcement posture, especially in the United States. The
reliance that the United States places on “secondary guidance,” such as reports and business review letters, emphasizes
the importance of those types of less formal guidance as
added resources for navigating the intersection of antitrust
and IP law.
As jurisdictions around the world continue to consider
new guidance, it remains to be seen whether they will follow
the approach taken by the United States, which has paired
high-level guidelines with extensive secondary policy statements, or will attempt to address more controversial topics
directly through formal guidance. At a minimum, members
of the IP and antitrust community can expect to see a “common core” of principles in guidelines around the world, and
continued dialogue on emerging topics. 䡵
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